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TREEE-  that is NOT YOUR WRITING.   THE DEVIL INSIDE U writes like that.  Your grammar is too aweful and this 
is too CLEANed up.  …DANA
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http://www.cyberclass.net/serenityglobalfiles/evitapendragon/

http://serenitystreetnews.com/TruChristianity.htm
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http://www.youtube.com/user/freedomroad888

LETS expose this once and for all.   Meegwetch to all

TrinityOneness777

Re: be careful Another victim of treees
Yea I remember when I met Treee in person, she introduced me to 
her neighbor Laura, and Laura was telling me some things too that 
were not so pleasant about her friendship with Treee. And Treee 
says in her videos no one wants to be her friend but to be her 
friend she has such a high price of black magick and witchcraft 
against you then she twists up everything you say and lies to your 
face and she tries to convince you that you are doing something 
that you never thought of doing in the first place so treee can make 
a video about it and get people to watch her. 

Treee actually uses her videos to do black magick on people. She 
is extremely jealous of other women. She tried to cast spells on me 
to get killed or kill myself but I have been under Gods grace and 
none of her spells worked. I tried to see the light in her and if she 
would allow herself to be loved by herself and others then she is 
light but she doesn't feel like she deserves it so she gets angry and 
wants everyone else to suffer with her.
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TrinityOneness
777

Re: be careful Another victim of treees
Although I do believe she would do that psychic vampirism crap. Shes 
gonna get what she deserves in the end. Such a shame
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TrinityOneness
777

Re: be careful Another victim of treees
that could also be someone pretending to be a victim to probe you for info 
too
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Re: jrgenius sent you a video: "The Murder of Mary 
Magdalene: Genocide of the Holy Bloodline"

DANA HOW ARE YOU?? I THINK OV YOU ALOT 
AND I THINK THAT YOU MAY BE THE ONLY ONE 
BESIDES 
TRINITY-WHO REMEMBERS EACH OTHER-- 
DANA 

I NEED YOU NOW

BADLY

I NEED US TO COMBINE OUR SACRED FAMININE 
AND TO WORK TOGETHER

I REALLY REALLY NEED YOUR HELP DANA 

DAVIOD ICKE OR ALEX JONES ON NOOONE WILL 
EVENCOME CLOSE TO HELPING TRINITY AND 
AND HER UNBORN BABY 
SHE IS UNDER SERIOUS MIND CONTROL AND 
WHEN SHE CALLED ME SHE TOLD ME SHE WAS 
BEING STRAPPED DOWN AND DRUGGED AND 
RAPED IN RITUAL AND MADE TO WATCH 

BLOOD SOAKED HORROR -- CHILDREN AND 
ADULTS AND LITTLE ANIMALS THEY SACRIFICED 
HER 8 YEAR OLD DAUGHTER AT BOHEMIAN 
GROVE THIS PAST JULY

THE THULE CHILD DO YOU KNOE WHO I AM 
TALKING ABOUT?? TRINITY IN IN SERIOUS 
DANGER AND HER TESTIMONY NAMES HER 
AUNT AND UNCLE DISNEY AS THE ONES WHO 
TOOK HER DAUGHTER FROM HER YEARS AGO 
--CHIARA 
AND WERE RAPTING AND MOLESTING AND 
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ABUSING CHIARA AND FILMING HER IN CHILD 
PORN-- TRINITY LITTERLY NAMES THEM AND 
SHE ALSO HAS DETAILED INFO ABOUT MANY 
OTHER ILUMINATI CULT CRIMES AND ALSO SHE 
WITNESSED WHAT THAT HORRIBLE MAN 
MICHAEL NOEL PRESCOTT & TIFFANY HONHOLT 
DID TO THE BABY LUCIFER

THE BABY ISNT EVIL

THE DRAGONS TAKE THE SEED OV THE 
CREATION PERFECTED AND THEN KEEP THEM 
IN THE INCEST BLOODLINES AND THEY RAPE 
AND TORTURE THEM SINCE BIRTH AND RAISE 
THESE CHILDREN - WHO ARE PURE and have the 
grail dna in them 
aND THEY MAKE TEHSE CHILDREN WITNESS 
HUMAN SARIFICE AND EVEN FORCE THEM 
LITTLE TODDLERS - BARELY MORE THEN BABYS 
-- AND THEY TORTURE THEM SO SEVERLY ITS 
INIMAGINABLE= LIKE WHAT MICHAEL AND 
TIFFANY DID TO BABY LUCIFER ISA SO 
HORRIBLE BUT THAT IS MILD COMPARED TO 
WHAT IS DONE TO THEM AND EVEN TO BABY 
LUCIFER NOW AS WE SPEAK
JARL VIDAR 
IS A ILUMINATI SCIENTIST AND ALSO A MIND 
CONTROL OPORATOR 
AND HE INTRODUCED TRINITY AND MICHAEL 
AND TIFFANY AND IS BEHIND THE CONCEPTION 
OV BABY LUCIFER EVEN BACK WHEN THEY 
ASKED ME TO HAVE THE BABY AND I SIAD NO
- JARL VDAR 
IS ADANGEROUS MAN 
AND ANYHOW I WILL TELL YOU MORE ON HIM 
LATER
BUT RITE NOW TRINITYS DSNEY FAMILY HAS 
TRINITY EITHER IN A MENTAL INSTITUTION OR 
CAGED SOMEHWRE AGAINST HER WILL

WHEN SHE SNUK OFF TO CALL ME ON M MY 
BIRTHDAY SHE TOLD ME THAT 
THEY WANT HER UNBORN BABY AND HER 7 
MILLION SHE JUST INHEREITED CUZ HER DAD IS 
REPTILIAN AND A MEMBER OV BOHO AND JUST 



DIED IN THE PAST 2 MONTHS 
AND ALSO THEY WANT HER INSTITUTIONALIZED 
BEACUSE SHE FIGHTS THEM AND REFUSES TO 
COMPLY 

TRINITY HAS ALWAYS REBELLED AND TRIED TO 
GET OUT OV THIS ILLUMINATI CULT SINCE SHE 
WAS ALITTLE GIRL

AND SO 

THEY WANTED TO USE HER FOR MANY THINGS 
INCLUDING TO BIRTH CHILDREN
THE ONE SHE IS PREGNANT WITH NOW IS THE 
4TH OR 5TH CHILD THEY HAVE TAKEN FROM 
HER 
BECAUSE SHE ENDS UP PREGNANT 
NOT KNOWING HOW OR BY WHO== SHE TOLD 
ME SHE JUST ENDS UP PREGNANT AND THEN 
HERFAMILY 
-- NAMELY HER AUNT AND UNCLE DISNEY WHO 
LIVE IN THE BOHEMIAN GROVE NEIGHBORHOOD
CONTROLLED BREEDING

CHIARA HAS BEEN SACRIFICED BY HER AUNT 
AND UNCLE DISNEY AND THAT IS ANOTHER 
REASON TEHY ARE INSTITUTIONALIZING HER == 
IS BECAUSE -- THEY KNOW TRINITY KNOWS 

NOW REMEMBERS WHAT HAPPENED TO HER 8 
YEAR OLD DAUGHTER CHIARA BE HORRIBLE 
TORTURE AND HUNG ON A CROSS AND 
SACRIFEICED AFTER THEY CUT HER LITTLE 
TOUNGE OUT AND HER EYES 
AND TRINITY WAS FORCE D TO WATCH THIS 
SHE WAS CHAINED TO A CROSS HERSELF 

BUT WAS NOT HURT OR AT LEATS I DONT 
THISNK SO BUT SHE WAS FORCED TO WATCH 

WHAT THEY DID TO CHIIARA 
BUT TYRINITY Was under severe mind controlsince 
then and she only snapped out ov it and became 
concious and snuk away to call me because she 
dreamt ov me saying trinity wake up trinity 



-- si it snappped her back 
\ but now 

she ha dissapeared and so im asking you dana to 
help me figure out a plan and work it with me to 
rescue trinity and her unborn baby and also baby 
lucifer 
is with a evil illuminati famil;y who is still tortuing him 
and raping him like even worse then michael and 
tiffany did 

and jarl vdar - all the way from germany had -- the 
entire meth bust planned 

with tiffanny honholts cult family as because michae;l 
and tiffany were supposed to hand over babay lucifer 
the moment he was born 
but michael took off witth tiffany 8 months pregnant 
and 

ran away with the baby lucifer who was controlled 
breeding thru thge illuminati and baby lucifer is their 
property the illuminati thinks 
jarl takes great pride is hiis creation 
he is calling baby lucifer his creation and so teh entire 
meth bust -- was using mind control to get trinity to get 
the dope 

and trinity does not even do meth

she had a super good job making almost 2000 a week 
and owned a house 
and very very responsible 
but jarl vdar wanted baby lucifer so when the state 
took baby lucifer

the baby was not given to some random family
thsi illuminati family is carefully hand picked 
-- to make sure baby lucifer has the proper torture 
rape and abuse 
regularly to start breaking babys compartemenets in 
hsi baby mind so that hsi different alter personalitys 
can be created and controlled so as to bring thsi baby 
up as the proiphosized feared and eveil lucifer



the only way that baby will be evil is if he is raised by 
these ungodly unnatural perverted sick psychopaths 

baby lucifers talents can jsut as easily be used for 
good he could be like a jesus or a ghandi budda or 
some divine being

is the baby is raised with love and encouragemant 
and affection and so much love 

he would be 

such ov a miracle -- he would be such of a good man 
and a healer and who knows what miracles and 
opportunitys the babys gifts could bring to this world 
he would be a kind and gently and loving and smart 
and rational man
he wouldnt be some sick pervert to reak havac on 
earth
he will only be a blood thirsty perverted twisted man if 
he is raised by these minsters pooping down his 
throat and rapiing him and throwing him against the 
wall

ov course he is gonna be one deranged and eveil and 
dangerous man 
when he growns up -- -- with these monsters or tiffany 
and michael or their sick twisted parents 

please dana i beg you

for a moment forget the idea planted in yoru brain that 
lucifer is evil

it si a mind control program 

-- so many beleive lucifer willl be eveil and accept that 
he is eveil before e was even conceived 

but this is the dragons trick 

the baby 
will only be blood thirsty and super human powers 



monster if he remains with tehs monsters 

- the baby is our baby dana -- and trinitys to

trinity wants me and her to raise him good

but == she thinks that you are evil and do not love the 
good and the truth

but dan ayouvehad to play your part to keep me in 
line and keep constantly reminding me what a 
monster 
i could become as i have before in ancient tymes by 
choosing to protect the monsters 
- at teh expense ov the babys and children

really dana 
if youd never showed up in my life showing me 
my potential that i could become all that is ugly and 
bad and unnatural 

as i had before in ancient tymes 
then i may have become that 
but you were in my face making me look at teh me i 
DONT EVER WANT TO BE AND -- YOUY MADE ME 
LOOK AT MYSELF THE UNNATURAL UGLY KALI 
MONSTER 

ETC 

ANY HOW YOU SHINED THE LIGHT SO BRIGHT 
ON MY ICKY SELF ON MY ICKY PATH 
THAT IS MAD E ME REALIZE NO WAY THAT ISNT 
ME

AND THEN 

GO OUT OV MY WAY TO PROVE YOU WRONG

I DIDNT REALIZE TILL NOW 

THAT IS WHAT YOU WERE DOING

ALL ALONG YOU HAVE BEEN SO HARD ON ME BY 
SHOWING ME MY DARK SELF AND TEH DARK 



PATH IVE TAKEN SO MANY TYMES BEFORE 

AND CVHOSE THE DRAGONS OVER TEH 
CHILDREN 

EVERY TYME

BUT NOW 
THOSE GOOD DRAGONS OOL I WILL BE A 
SISTER TO 

BUT 

BUT NOT AT THE EXPENSE OV TEH BABAIES OR 
CHILDREN

OR HUMANS

I WILL LOVE ANY CREATUREE FROM ANY RACE 
IF THEY ARE GOOD AND ARE ABOUT WHAT IS 
RITE AND == AND THOSE WHO HAVE BUILT THIS 
HOUSE IN HELL ON THEBLOOD AND BONES OV 
OUR BABIES 
I WILL STAND UP TO

SO RITE NOW DANA \
\ THE MONSTERS HAVE TRINITY AND HER 2 
SONS AND HER UNBORN BABY AND BABY 
LICIFER

WE MUST RESCUE THEM ANDTHEN EVER 
PERSON CHILD OR ADULT EVERY CATHY 
OBRIAENN OR ARIZONA WILDER WILL FOLLOW 
SUITE AND BE ABLE WALK RITE OUT OV THOSE 
MONSTER FAMILYS AND COME TO OUR FAMILY

I WANT YOU TO ACEPT ME AS A SISTER AND 
TRINITY TO and i want you to accept baby lucifer 
and 
all ov the other innocent babys and children born 
inthis house ov hell



as your own

-- me and your and trinity 

as earth mothers and we will teach and help other 
women and men how to love and protecect and 
understand these tens ov thousands maybe millions 
ov what would be come orphans 

--- i mean to take ever child away from ever monster 
mama and papa in the world 
-- but first we must get trinity 
out 
the police will not help

also they are undre mind control

the police may not all be evil or in on it

they are just running on carring out assignmenst and 
orders from their monster mind control oporators

so we kant really think everone is in on it or eveil

most are not most have no clue or idea what is really 
going on they are just running mechganically 

mind control 

rite now dana 
i dont knoe what to 
do 

but trinity must be rescued before they get her unborn 
baby her freedom and her `identity and her 7 million 
dollars 

i dont have a clue where to start dana and you sister 
-- you understand u knoe



i knoe you 
i knoe you are a strong and good woman 

== a earthmother doesnt just inherit teh name or title 
we wiilll become earthmothers when we do extra 
ordinary earthmother things 

like rescue the children from hell

what do you think dana 

i do love you and please 

please 

lets make peace and bond 

i want us to become kin 

sisters friends

i want us to work together in teh future ov our world 
iwant to be on the same team

\

dan what do you think
am i shing brite enuff fdor you to feel me or will you 
tryto snuff out my delicate flame???;
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didn't want to write this because the man forced me to bite the boys' penis 
and balls off

Treee, You Are Right About Boho!!!
Treee, you have been 100% right about the horror that goes on inside of 
Boho in late July. This excerpt is from the book "The Franklin Cover-Up". It 
is from the diary of a boy named Paul Bonnaci. It is graphic, but it is 
exactly what you have been saying the whole time. 

In or on July 26th I went to Sacramento, Ca. King flew
me out on a private plane from Eppley Airfield [in Omaha]
to Denver where we picked up Nicholas, a boy who was
about 12 or 13. Then we flew to Las Vegas to a desert



strip and drove in to Las Vegas and to some ranch and got
something. Then flew on to Sacramento.
We were picked up by a white limo and taken to a hotel.
I don't remember the name of it. We meaning Nicholas and
I were driven to a area that had big trees, it took about an
hour to get there. There was a cage with a boy in it who
was not wearing anything. Nicholas and I were given these
tarzan things to put around us and stuff.
They told me to f--- the boy and stuff. At first I said no
and they held a gun to my balls and said do it or else lose
them or something like that. I began doing it to the boy and
stuff. And Nicholas had anal sex and stuff with him. We
were told to f--- him and stuff and beat on him. I didn't try
to hurt him. We were told to put our d---s in his mouth and
stuff and sit on the boys penis and stuff and they filmed it.
We did this stuff to the boy for about 30 minutes or an hour
when a man came in and kicked us and stuff in the balls
and picked us up and threw us. He grabbed the boy and
started f---ing him and stuff. The man was about 10 inches
long and the boy screamed and stuff and the man was forcing
his d--- into the boy all the way. The boy was bleeding from
his rectum and the men tossed him and me and stuff and
put the boy right next to me and grabbed a gun and blew
the boys head off. The boys blood was all over me and I started yelling and 
crying. 
The men grabbed Nicholas and I and forced us to
lie down. They put the boy on top of Nicholas who was
crying and they were putting Nicholas hands on the boys
ass. They put the boy on top of me and did the same thing.
They then forced me to f--- the dead boy up his ass and
also Nicholas they put a gun to our heads to make us do it.
His blood was all over us. They made us kiss the boys lips
and to eat him out. Then they made me do something I don't
want to even write so I won't.
After that the men grabbed Nicholas and drug him off
screaming they put me up against a tree and put a gun to
my head but fired into the air. I heard another shot from
somewhere. I then saw the man who killed the boy drag
him like a toy. Everything including when the men put the
boy in a trunk was filmed. They took me with them and we
went up in a plane. I saw the bag the boy was in. We went
over a very thick brush area with a clearing in it. Over the
clearing they dropped the boy. One said the men with the
hoods would take care of the body for them.
I didn't see Nicholas until that night at the hotel. He and
I hugged and held each other for a long while. About two
hours later the men or Larry King came in and told us to
go take a shower since we had only been hosed off at some
guys house. We took a shower together and then were told
to put on the tarzan things. After we were cleaned up and
dressed in these things we were told to put on shorts, socks
and a shirt and shoes and driven to a house where the men
were at with some others. They had the film and they played
it. As the men watched they passed Nicholas and I around
as if we were toys and sexually abused us.
They made Nicholas and I screw each other and one of
the men put the dead boy's penis in mine and Nicholas'
mouth. I didn't want to write this because the man forced
me to bite the boys' penis and balls off. It was gross and I
saw the film where it happened and started freaking out
remembering what they made us do afterwards to the boy.



They showed us doing everything to the boy. I was there
for about 5 days attending parties but only recall cutting my
wrist which is why I stayed two days in a hospital under a
name I can't recall. Some guy paid for me.
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TheThirdProph
et

Noel Perdurabo 666 Michael Noel Prescott
Danah,

I've been worried about you, haven't heard from you in so long, are you 
alright?

-Noel Perfdurabo 666
Prophet of The lovely Star

0:10
sunday drive
Sent to: SaultStreetNews
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Hello to You My Lordz. This is me The Treee.I am here again writing to 
you Again

May 11, 2006 Hello to You My Lordz. This is me The Treee.I am here 
again writing to you Again
Hello to You My Lordz. This is me The Treee.I am here again writing to 
you Again to help you gain some understanding to the situation at hand. 
Any One Stepping into this story is stepping thru a Gate. outta Living Hell 
leading to the stairway to heaven this Heaven is acceess back to All your 
memories and knoweledge and access back to the powers of your 
subconcious mind. Once you knoe who you are and your entire brain and 
memory is connected to you then you will become like christ meaning that 
he had the powers he had and did what he did because of knoweledge of 
majik and the secrets and mysters and elements of the universe and man , 
and jesus was a master magician just like mary magdalene and jesus 
mother alma Mari. the key here though with jesus and marys and all is that 
they didn't need to kill or consume human flesh and blood and they didn't 
have to hurt any one or torture or sacrifice to have the powers that jesus 
had which at that tyme jesus was the only one who had that kind of power 
but now i believe we can become like christ meaqning that you will have 
access back to all your powers and birthrights and memories , then you will 
be copletely equipped to manifest what ever you desire
hell, we could enjoy a life without going thru hell. These posts or letters 
that I write are kinda like a journal or a log designed to manifest what is 
hidden or forgotton in your memories and thoughts. and to trip or trigger 
you to think for yourselves to make sure that your thoughst are your 
thoughts only .my posts are a log designed to manifest the majik in 
miracles for those who walk this path. a journey to enlightment, a vision 
quest . as the storey unfolds i aim to document the happenings so as to 
preserve the majik and memorie of you and the world and the tymes of 
these days so that future generations will not be excluded or left out or 
denied the majik and possibilities of our days. THis storey consists of so 
many subjects and most are so facinating and secret that they may appear 
to be unbeleivable or not true , i promise you my love is true , and real you 
are real which makes you true. the world is real which makes the world 
true. today you are alive this is truth. the truth is the only way that we will 
be biologically capable of evolving and embodying our divine abilities and 
mamories is when we allow the truth to be real.
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. Most of you are never thought of or considered or known or cared for or 
about by the majority of the entitys here on ,in, above ,below and beside 
Earth !!!! Do You realize That You are never thought of individually beyond 
your own scope of reality. And often tymes when you are thought of by 
your friends or family, they are thinking about the idea of you. not the real 
you , but the idea of You. I am convinced that you are still developing and 
growing into your own character and that you have not even begun to 
manifest or embody the qualitys and character traits and abilities that you 
are capable of. The reason you are here today is because of soul urge. 
your have the urge and desire to be, to manifest to develop and perfect . 
and feel , the feelings that human capacity of memories and feelings and 
abilities have been thwarted, stunnted . Why ? Artent you a Archytype ? 
Manifesting? I believe that you are Extremely divine and capable of 
manifesting your archytyme and entity so you may never again loose or 
forget your memory, i think that you are Someone that the entire future of 
all worlds will hear stories and legends about you. I believe that what you 
do nowe and your story and all of the virtues you develop or display will be 
adored wrote about soken about remembered taught and revered thru all 
tyme and history . of course this will only happen is you do something 
extradorinary and brave, and couragous and colorful and effective, you will 
need to stand out in your character or archytype , as unique and full of 
traits and qualities ,and no matter what they are its okay as long as they 
are your thoughts and actions and personality. you have the right to evolve 
and devolope your own character and archytype into what ever you desire 
and choose for your divine persona . if you do nothing and are mindless 
followers and you have no color in your character or courage or creativity , 
and you do nothing , and you choose to not participate in your / our / this 
storey and assist the world and all life here in survival and fairness then , 
well i am certain that you will NOT be remembered or adored or looked up 
to or become a hero and legend or be come a king to be honoured or a 
leader of the world , because that is what you choose and the decision you 
made!!! There is still tyme, its not over yet. we are all being evaluated as 
far as our level of evolution and humanity, , and also the ones who are not 
human , still surly can be humane !!! i knoe that if you do not participate in 
life and in taking care of the life here and this world than , that's your 
choice. you will ignored forgotton and fade a way and possibly flung off the 
face of the earth, when I go into behemian grove July 11 thru 23 2006 and 
make friends and alliances with the dragon lords, knowing , or beleiving 
that there is not one human or earthling or man on the face of this earth fit 
to be a king and leader and protector here on/for earth , and if there is no 
one that is capable or worthy or trustworty or humane or Brave enough to 
be appointed as kings , leaders ,and protectors of this world, Then this will 
certianly cause aq dilemma .I guareentee you this,. noone will be kings or 
leaders or protectors of this world if they are not worthy or capable of being 
kingly and hounorable and trustworthy and humane and fair, and 
couragous , and that's a fact ., you can quote me on that .... 
The hybrid races and dragon lords knoe quite alot,and they also knoe the 
secrets and mysterys to large parts of the truth that has been veiled from 
the masses thru tyme, this is because by doing this , is what ahs allowed 
them to live here and keep their species from being completely destroyed. 
by guarding the secrets and truths of this earth and history and cloaking 
them in mysterys and secret teachings has made the truth seem to be a 
unbeliavable lie and unthinkable . the unknown knoweledge to the masses 
of earth has served as their disguise to protect them, their shadow and 
there presence here. this is very important information they guard from us 
so possively , not selfishly but possivily . its not cruelty or selfishness or 
inhumane character that causes the dragoon lordz and hybrid races to act 
the way they do to the human population. it has been survival for them 
many humans think that it is the aliens or demons or devils or spirits or 
devil worshippers that responsible for the sinnn and suffering & global and 
personal misery although they are not as separate as one would think, 



they are part of our society as a whole. just because you dont or kant see 
them or dont or wont or kant understand them doesn't mean they are not 
here , and their feelings are just as important as anyones
THe hyBriD Races NoTaBlY the DragooN LorDzand their numerous 
notable and notorious offshoots or genetic offspring are referred to as 
many things and under many names. Simply put they are reffered or 
though of as Aliens among the human Race. This is A gross Display of 
misconception of perception. The Dragon Lordz have been here with us for 
thousands of years,and this is their home also, They are not aliens, 
Actually Noone on Earth is a Alien. America is a fairly recent Nation and 
has Used the name Aliens for all people who come from other places, The 
other places and nationalitys were here way longer than America, So what 
gives America the right to label others as Aliens? Ironically so , even 
though the humans of Earth tend to Blame the extra terestials and label 
them as demons and devils the majority of the Human race doesn't even 
believe that Aliens or Demons are real. Because i suppose this may be 
because then the humans then would have to admit that they are not the 
most intellligent life form at the top of the Food chain, It is a massive ego 
problem among the Human Race . The Humans Have insisted on beleiving 
that they are supreme beings and are the most capable and intelligent life 
form anywhere on earth and in the entire Universe. So the Dragon Lordz , 
(who are the parents or captians or creators over the numerous other 
hybrid races have just sat back and watched and let the boastful ego 
cenetered Humans believe that. 
Notice that the humans refuse to acknoweledge the masive amounts or 
information and facts and provable theorys that validate the existence of 
other life forms and Hybrid Races, Yet the Humans are still Hell Bent on 
blaming the invisable Beings meanwhile at the same tyme the cannot 
believe or even consider Thm as Real and Epic Characters, The 
government is blamed, aliens are blamed, Satan or the Devil is blamed, 
religion is blamed, and everyone and everything is Blamed. The small 
amount of Humans who do Knoe about the dragoon lords and hybrid races 
,and have studied enough facts to gain insight about the reality of the 
existence of the Dragoon Lordz and Hybrid Races, Somehow have 
managed to conclude that this makes them, the humans, enlightened ,and 
superior. Insight does not necessarly ensure that one will become 
inlightened from this insight. Most of the humans (from what I can see,) 
who are knoweledgable and knoe about the existence of the dragoon lordz 
and hybrid races here on earth seem to project even more blame and 
judgement and hate on these invisable beings than the uneducated or 
unlightened humans, Most Humans who have gained insight and 
knoweledge of these invisable beings as being a fact and reality , i notice 
do not seem very friendly or understanding , and do not seem to be 
focused on initating any kind any kind of truce or corrispondence with 
these beings in a sincere and humanly and friendly fashion, the humans 
who knoe seem more interested in what they are rather than who they are 
& want to knoe what the invisable beings can do for the individual human., 
rather than focusing on what we as humans can do for them, the humans 
who knoe do not seem to be concerned with how the dragon lordz and 
hybrid races feel, and what ails them , instead the human seems only 
interested in how they can use and manipulate the dragon lordz and hybrid 
races into giving the individaual human power over the human race and 
the Other hybrid races thru teh dragon lords and hybrid races technology 
and knoweledge, The Humans who knoe about them seem to be more 
critical judgemental hateful AND ANGRY AND REVENGEFUL , ,and have 
little if any understanding about the true nature of these beings
The human. THE Human who is aware of Magnificant beings who have 
gained pieces of the actual truth hidden from the masses , Have twisted 
and manipulated the truths and facts and secrets and mysterys of these 
dragoon lords , uneducated & unelightend humans and hybrid races and 
twisted the truth painting a picture of them as ghastly, disguesting, 



miserable, dangerous, deadly, infectious, evil , wrong , unacceptable and 
plain bad, This is suggested in many books , writings interviews, 
seminars , ralleys, cult meetings ,and even the churches teach the 
members of our community and the members of teh secret societies ,and 
fraternitys, and churches that soon the world will be knocked off of its 
ass(axis),and the sun wont shine ,and the moon wont glow and the rain 
wont fall and the wind wont blow , and the plants wont feed and the meat 
wont bleed . there are so many prophecys that have been twisted ,and 
arranged to make toxic the existence and make up of these dragoon lordz 
and hybrid races and unevoled and unelightened humans !!It has been the 
Humans ( fueled by unnatural tendencies that are preparing the world for 
the ( so called apocolipse) stating that the coming of these unhuman 
beings , when they arrive or come out from the shadows into the light, into 
the world , will trigger or announce the ends of tyme ,and mass destruction 
and mayhap a,nd evil, and suffering and tribulation, and terror ,and all of 
the most undesirabel , dreaded and unhumane situations will be upon The 
Entire Planet. Implying that when these bings come out into the world 
where we can see them , that they are Demons and monsters , the world 
has been conditioned and prepared to believe that the faces and bodies of 
these UNHUMAN beings are actually Demons and devils and are evil and 
bad, and that they are monsters and are to be killed and destroyed, and 
even the christians have been programmed to believe that to kill or torture 
or capture or dispose of these beings are just, and that they are not of god 
or worthy or love or understanding or to ba allowed to exist and thrive here 
on earth or anywhere , just because they look different in appearance as 
one could be . the human s on earth are conditioned to believe that these 
beings are are not worthy of love or to be alive much less to share our 
space here with us on earth
Then there is the Freemasons and illimaniti and rosicrucians and knights 
templars and dragoon lords, and the catholic church and the golden dawn 
and mystery schools that have been the keeprs of the secrets and codes 
and formulas and riddles . Some where along the way the Ancient Human 
appears to have created multiple forms of blasphemys about and 
concerning and directed towards the dragoon lords and unhuman beings, 
and have actually resulted in isolation and have severly effected the quality 
of life and the actual lives of these beings who appear to be so different 
from us , I must make something very clear to you all, before i go on any 
further. . Those of you who knoe , will knoe and hopefully be able to 
understand exactly what it is that i am speaking of here . Most on thsi earth 
have no idea about the truth or the actual existence of non humans here 
on earth, or the illumaniti and all the secret societies & their majik and 
alchemy and science and the technology of the craft , but im assuming that 
you are in the 3% of the world who are evolved and educated and 
enlightened and humane enough to be able to comprehend the severity of 
these truths and secrets ,and mysterys and knoweledge and what it really 
means, to them to you to us to the earth to the dragoon lords and hybrid 
races,and teh population as a hole . allof you are responsible because if 
you knoe then there for you become responsible for the priveledge of the 
knoweledge so un known and understood to almost the rest of the entire 
world, they dont knoe much less understand, therefor if you knoe , you are 
responsible not only for the knoweledge , but for the rest of the 
unenlightened and uneducated world . Play your part baby, You really 
should be prepared to play your divine part in all this , after all few are 
chosen and even fewer come, but those who do not come most definitely 
will be left behind !!!! are on this merry go round and if you dont hang on 
and gain some control over the wheel then you possible may fly off the 
wheel into the blackness of space and if you should survive this , then you 
may be planted on the planet of non humans, and i wonder how they 
would treat you,? 
from earth You are on earth there for your life depends on earth for 
survival , at this tyme , lest you go somewhere else. Well eventually many 



other worlds , and places and possibilities will be available to those who 
have access keys. the key is YOU ARE Human !!! So please be Humane!!!
what is getting ready to happen this year will effect everyone and life will 
never be the same for anyone again, it can be good, Trust me my sweet , 
precious humans, It can be good, It will only be good for the humans if they 
make sure that non humans are allowed and entitled the same 
opportunitys to have it good .Nothing will ever be the same again !!! we are 
slipping into the future , people !!! It is so sad but true that that the reason 
that the majority of the humans have no desire or interest in the real truth , 
is because they are selfish and lazy . I am not attacking any one personally 
or attacking the human race, I am just trying to provoke the human race 
into securing the return of their/ your divine birthrights . and the only way to 
do that is to be Humane. The secrets of the mystery schools are the 
secrets of the so called Gods , who brought this knoweledge and secrets 
here and it was passed on as so . The Gods ( Dragon Lordz & Hybrid 
Races , did not come here to earth To be worshipped or become gods. 
Noone can worships a God unless it is the god they choose. No Dragoon 
lord or Superior Human or Hybrid race could ever be a god unless they 
were appointed as such. Long ago the Humans decided to name and call 
the dragoon lordz and various other hybrid races Gods . Humans named 
these magnificant beings gods, because the humans selfishly believed that 
by kissing some serious dragoon asss, and coaxing the dragon lords & 
various other intelligent beings using methods such as adoration and 
subservience and service and worship prayer and sacrifice so as to 
convince the Non Human intelligent beings To allow the Human To knoe 
the secrets and majik that gave them unhumans such magnificant powers 
and abilitys , the majik fueled the unbeleivabel abilities and acts and 
powers of manifestation and powers over the elements that the super 
powerful and magnificant non human beings were capable of . The 
dragoon lordz and other Non Human Beings could do things that the 
humans could not even imagine or understand much less do . These 
ancient humans thought that these INtelligent beings were superior 
because they could do things that were absolutely impossible for the 
human abilitys to secure . The ancient humans ( our ancestors or possibly 
us in previous lives and incarnations here on earth were in total and 
undeniable awe , and filled with excitement because of the powers and 
acts and abilities of these magnificant unhuman beings. This also resulted 
in humbleness and curiosity servitude and eventually worshipping these 
Divine and superior in intelligent beings. 
the humble nature of the humans also made them feel inadaquate ,and 
less divine ,and somehow inferior, next to the superior Dragon lordz and 
intelligent non human beings . This planted a new kind pf thoughts & 
feelings to become deeply seeded in the Human. Secretly growing in the 
recesses of the minds of the elder Humans were jealousy envy anger , and 
even hate towards the Dragoon Lordz and various other intelligent beings . 
The Human realized for the first tyme, that they are not the most evolved 
divine powerful intelligent superior beings on earth or in the entire universe 
The idea that the Human had that they were the purfect and pure and 
superior result of craetion quickly faded away from the human . It becaome 
no longer possible for the Human to believe that they were the most 
superior and intelligent and powerful beings on earth and in space . The 
Humans realized the greatness and and fantastic powers and intelligence 
of the newly found Dragoon lordez and other hybrid races. It did not take 
long for the Ego based Human to begin to plot and plan to find a way to 
once again be or believe that they were the perfect and divine and 
intelligent result of creation and a superior race . They wanted to once 
again be or at least believe that the humans was the most superior divine 
perfect intelligent beautiful and powerful and capable and worthy life form 
on earth or anywhere else in the universe. Now the Dragoon Lordz and the 
various other hybrid races were not as interested or hell bent as playing 
god and bossing around and controlling the human race as one may think. 



Instead they were thinking of how they could adapt and survive and thrive 
here on earth ,and adjust to their new home, weather the dragoon lords 
come from another planet or not i dont knoe, i kinda think that were all 
seeded from various places in the universe. they wanted to learn from the 
humans , and learn how to interact with them and develop and grow and 
mainly how to breed with the humans so that so that one day in a future 
distant star, NOw) that they too could one day have the qualities of the 
humans that they admired, The dragon lordz and other hybrid races longed 
to be like the human( The divine evolved human of course. They thought 
that the humans were so beautiful!! When they actually for the first tyme 
laid eyes upon the human race they thought they were so beautiful and 
interesting and were extremely curious about all of the different emotions 
and facial and bodily gestures that the humans made. They thought the 
humans were so facinating the way that they could run and their limber 
phisiques, and exceptional agility . They thought is was so awesome the 
way that humans could bask in the sun and develop and beautiful bronze 
glow to their skin,. they thought that the humans had the most beautiful 
eyes ,and were mystified by the way that the humans eyes glistened and 
glimmered and the spectrum of light and colors that danced in the humans 
eyes in the firelight . They really thought it was amazing the way humans 
could grow hair. the dragons thought this was so beautiful . the dragon 
lords privately felt ugly comnpared to the humans. the dragon lords had 
scaley skin and did not have any hair on their heads, im not sure that they 
had any hair at all. The dragons were slowly developing new feelings and 
sensations from interacting with the humans , and new new ideas and 
thoughts were upon them radiating from the human magnificine of the 
human soul . the feelings were new and strange to the dragon lords and 
other various intelligent beings. when the humans decided to become 
subservient to the dragoon lordz and other non human races , and to 
worship them and build statues and temples and idols in their honour The 
Dragoon lordz and various other non human beings were pleased by this 
They enjoyed the attention and the feelings and sensations that they felt 
when from being worshipped and adored by the humans , they were for 
the first tyme feeling something that felt soo good and satisfying to them , 
and also this made them not feel so ugly , (Which they constantly felt and 
this constantly bothered them) They thought this was love, It didn't take 
long for the dragon lords and other hybrid races to realize that this was not 
love. The Humans were only satisfying the dragoons cravings for adoration 
and attention, so that they ( the humans ) may gain their trust and be 
allowed access ther secrets and be permitted to gain access to the maps 
and passages of inner middle earth.!!! They cozyed up to the dragon lordz 
and hybrid races by kissing some serious dragon butt. The Humans hoped 
to be be allowed positions of rank & power in the mysterious realm of the 
Dragon lordz, so that this would result in them being able to looked upon 
as superior to the rest of the humans on earth. This would also allow the 
handful of sneaky humans to gain rulership and dictatorship and power of 
govt and control over the masses over the simple humans .... The humans 
that plotted and planned and devised this plan to gain the trust of the 
dragon lordz so they could learn their secrets and enjoy the magnificant 
powers of the intelligent beings , were not all humans, just a handful,) How 
i believe are the reincarnation of the maji and priests and alchemist in the 
temples of the secret societys and the illumaniti today ) This is just a throry 
, i dont knoe for sure
Remember now that the Ego based humans were ashamed of their level of 
ststus ,and felt insignificant in the world. So The humans relentlessly 
worshipped ,and served and adored the Dragon race and the hybrid races, 
so that they could be initated into the secrets of the mysterys and be made 
priests , and allowed to dwell in the secret places with the dragon lordz and 
intelligent beings . The 4th dimension) This may then allow the human 
adepts or initates or priests to have the power and authority and rank and 
superiority and control over their fellow humans!!! They needed this to 



desperately satisfy their human egos . SO this did come to be , that the 
humans tricked the dragon lordz and intelligent non human races into 
initating them into thir mystery and secrets their is a very significant twist 
here , and there is no suble way to put this to you so i will just say it ! the 
dragon lordz and hybrid races were cold blooded life forms and have a 
different chemical make up than the humans, Their biology is different and 
requires different means and measures for the dragons to be able to thrive. 
Please anyone reading this please try to , for just one moment forget any 
preconceived notions or thoughts or beleifs about what you have come to 
think or believe about these beings. be open to the truth and the reality of 
these non human beings without allowing feelings of fear or hate or 
repulsiveness . If you feel these feelings against the dragoon lords and 
various other races of beings , then surly this will cause them to feel the 
same way about you.( they will see and feel and think of you as no 
different than you see feel and think about them, This could definitely 
cause bad things for us all should you harbor any feelings of hate or fear or 
repulsion towards the dragon lordz and other hybrid races , should they 
sink their teeth into your throat or belly , which could possibly happen 
because of your inability to coexist with the creatures from the sea, inner 
earth or space/ 
A snake requires live pray. This does not make a snake evil or bad. the 
snake does not think about how the subject of prey may fee. emotionally 
bodily or mentally, or physically, or intellictiaully. The snake only knoes that 
it needs to eat, it hungers so it must feed. it knoes what food source is 
genetically and biologically compatable with their own chemical make up . 
it hungers it feeds. this storey is going to go much deeper than one could 
possibly knoe. The humans who became priests and adepts and initates in 
the mystery schools have steadily and readily gathered thru tyme the 
secrets the mysterys the potions the powers and codes and formulas ,and 
technology and science and wisdom that the ancient dragoon lordz and 
intelligent beings held. Although i can tell you this they havent been shown 
or taught or learned or remembered everythingThe Ego based human still 
desires to be superior to all other races and even be come gods, like the 
ancient intelligent beings that they worshipped after naming them gods. 
The ego based humans think that they will feel their divinity , or gain 
divinity by becoming gods to the unenlightened humans and even to the 
dragoon lordz and other hybrid races here . The students of the craft thry 
tyme have become fat with the cream of the dragon lordz milk , They may 
actually be preparing to take over and dominate the earth and the humans 
and the non humans . or possibly even to destroy the dragon race and all 
of their hybrid offspring . I dont really think that the dragons wanted to hurt 
us, because they could easily have done that to us if they wanted, they 
have just wanted to coexist here. Although they knoe that at this point in 
tyme this is not possible because of the hate and jealousy projected 
towards them from the human race . This puts them in a situation . they 
are being forced to imprision and enslave the humans on earth, because 
they themselves are not safe and also have been tricked and deceived 
thru tyme by the humans into giving up their divine secrets of superior 
powers . now humans some humans gained power and superiority and 
knoweledge of the secrets therefor becoming enlightened priests of the 
craft at this moment you are still safe and alive, they have not made their 
devastaing move towards the human race yet because they have been 
waiting to give the humans the chance to be humane. and accept them as 
equal citizens here on earth , and to become humane and coexist with 
them. there is no sign at this point in tyme of humans being humane, or 
willing to coexist with the dragon lords and other hybrid races here . I want 
the dragons and other races to be able to live here without shame, and 
without having to worry about being harmed, or exploited. I will not allow 
their species to be destroyed or harmed or manipulated in any way shape 
or form, I also will not allow the humans to be manipulated or exploited or 
harmed in any way shape or form, those who can not gain the ability to 



peacefully coexist here on earth with all of the various other intelligent and 
non intelligent life forms here , surly will suffer their own fate, i will protect 
all of them and all of you, any human who chooses to harm the Dragon 
lordz or other hybrid races , i will turn my back on and not lift a finger to 
protect, any dragon or other non human race who tries to harm the 
humans , i will turn my back on and not lift a finger to protect, I truly hope 
that you all will become humane weather you are human or not, earth party 
rules, knoe this after i go intop bohemian grove and travel the laberynth in 
this earth oddesy on July 11 thru 23,and meet and negotiate with the 
dragon lordz the earth will never be the same, they will not have to hide or 
be ashemed ever again, they will be introduced to the earth, and they will 
be come a visible part of our lives and society, those who refuse to evolve 
will cosmically perish and the laws of nature will karmiklly terminate those 
who refuse to evolve . the reat of us get to stay and have a earth party, 
whch by the way i am hosting, all my love trust respect service and 
curiosity to you all, from the treee ,

4:24
Steppenwolf - Magic Carpet Ride
Off of Steppenwolf's second album, Steppenwolf The Second

I like to dream yes, yes, right between my sound machine
On a cloud of sound I drift in the night
Any place it goes is right
Goes far, flies near, to the stars away from here

Well, you don't kno...
Sent to: mouldytone, mrgypsync, mrramone420, mrsungary, nataiendo, 
nationalgeographic, nindicapinionslight, organiccoffeegirly, pandamonia, 
raptinreverie, redcove13, sapolicenews, stevendoes2010, saultstreetnews, 
scamartists33, sherrielealaird, sleepinggiantssister, the13thfox, 
thankyouwhiteknights, themikenericshow, theowlman

SANGRAILI
AN1

Re: detailed summary ov the draconian illuminati & 
human illuminati familys-- theyre is a part 2 
and will be part 3 and 4 etc--luv u all you 
georgeous perfect people

IM NOT FEELING SO GOOD-- I CANT DEAL WITH 
THIS ALL ALONE

Sent to: saultstreetnews

SANGRAILIAN1
detailed summary ov the draconian illuminati & human illuminati familys-- 
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detailed summary ov the draconian illuminati & human illuminati familys-- 
theyre is a part 2 and will be part 3 and 4 etc--luv u all you georgeous 
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perfect people
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detailed summary ov the draconian illuminati & human illuminati familys
SANGRAILIAN1's webcam video September 25, 2011 10:25 PM
Sent to: mrmeltdowndotcom, mainstreamsmasher, mardukra666, 
maxwellstark, mouldytone, mrgypsync, mrramone420, mrsungary, 
n0linknews, mylifeforodin, nataiendo, nationalgeographic, 
nindicapinionslight, organiccoffeegirly, pandamonia, raptinreverie, 
redcove13, sapolicenews, stevendoes2010, saultstreetnews, 
scamartists33, sherrielealaird
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"MICHAEL NOEL PRESCOTT- ABUSE &SEX WITH 
HIS NEW BORN BABY DETAILS" —

"MICHAEL NOEL PRESCOTT- ABUSE &SEX WITH 
HIS NEW BORN BABY DETAILS" —
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MICHAEL NOEL PRESCOTT- ABUSE &SEX WITH 
HIS NEW BORN BABY DETAILS
SANGRAILIAN1's webcam video September 10, 2011 
09:59 PM
Sent to: rodolforeverbegins, rzsigray1, sabini1888, 
sangrailians, sapolicenews, saultstreetnews, 
scamartists33, seanbenham, sherrielealaird, 
signsoftwentytwelve, sleepinggiantssister, 
snufmoviecannibal1, sobrietytelevision, 
starspangled1965, stevendoes2010, sugardancer77, 
sunfrancisco, suzannesprague, themikenericshow, 
theofumar, theowlman, theshapecool, 
thetwistedpictures
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i wont back down
KING OVTROYKINGOVTROY KINGOVTROYTHATISTHENAMEIIIWILL 
KALL EARTH IF I GET TO NAME EARTHKING OVTROYKINGOVTROY 
KINGOVTROYTHATISTHENAMEIIIWILL KALL EARTH IF I GET TO 
NAME EARTHKING OVTROYKINGOVTROY 
KINGOVTROYTHATISTHENAMEIIIWILL KALL EARTH IF I GET TO 
NAME EARKING OVTROYKINGOVTROY 
KINGOVTROYTHATISTHENAMEIIIWILL KALL EARTH IF I GET TO 
NAME EAKING OVTROYKINGOVTROY KINGOVTROYTHAKING 
OVTROYKINGOKING OVTROYKINGOVTROY 
KINGOVTROYTHATISTHENAMEIIIWILL KALL EARTH IF I GET TO 
NAME EARTHVTROY KIKING OVTROYKINGOVTROY 
KINGOVTROYTHATISTHENAMEIIIWILL KALL EARTH IF I GET TO 
NAME EARTHNKING OVTROKING OVTROYKINGOVTROY 
KINGOVTROYTHATISTHENAMEIIIWILL KALL EARTH IF I GET TO 
NAME EARTHYKINGOVTROY KINGOVTROYTHATISTHENAMEIIIWILL 
KALL EARTH IF I GET TO NAME 
EARTHGOVTROYTHATISTHENAMEIIIWILL KALL EARTH IF I GET TO 
NAME EARTHTISTHENAMEIIIWILL KALL EARTH IF I GET TO NAME 
EARTHRTHTH
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I WONT BACK DOWN
SANGRAILIAN1's webcam video August 9, 2011 06:40 PM
Sent to: rodolforeverbegins, rzsigray1, sabini1888, sangrailians, 
sapolicenews, saultstreetnews, scamartists33, seanbenham, 
sherrielealaird, signsoftwentytwelve, sleepinggiantssister, 
snufmoviecannibal1, sobrietytelevision, starspangled1965, 
stevendoes2010, sugardancer77, sunfrancisco, suzannesprague, 
themikenericshow, theofumar, theowlman, theshapecool, 
thetwistedpictures

SANGRAILIAN
1

CRASH
CRASH
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smashed
SANGRAILIAN1's webcam video August 3, 2011 02:04 AM
Sent to: sabini1888, sangrailians, sapolicenews, saultstreetnews, 
scamartists33, seanbenham, sherrielealaird, signsoftwentytwelve, 
sleepinggiantssister, snufmoviecannibal1, sobrietytelevision, 
starspangled1965, stevendoes2010, sugardancer77, sunfrancisco, 
suzannesprague, themikenericshow, theofumar, theowlman, theshapecool, 
thetwistedpictures, tibtv, timberwolfent, topmostpop, tromabeats666
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ITS TREEE I HAVE THE HELLS ANGELS DEATH HEAD CRYSTAL 
SKULL

ITS TREEE I HAVE THE HELLS ANGELS DEATH HEAD CRYSTAL 
SKULL
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ITS-TREEE-I-HAVE-THEEE HELLS ANGELS DEATH HEAD-CRYSTAL 
SKILL!!333
SANGRAILIAN1's webcam video July 29, 2011 03:01 PM
Sent to: rainbarlow, raptinreverie, redcove13, reen1411, rek231wa, 
renegadedreambuilder, reptiiianresistance, revengeofshinobi1, ricthuse, 
rodolforeverbegins, rzsigray1, sabini1888, sangrailians, sapolicenews, 
saultstreetnews, scamartists33, seanbenham, sherrielealaird, 
signsoftwentytwelve, sleepinggiantssister, snufmoviecannibal1, 
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didn't want to write this because the man forced me to bite the boys' penis 
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didn't want to write this because the man forced me to bite the boys' penis 
and balls off
Treee, You Are Right About Boho!!!
Treee, you have been 100% right about the horror that goes on inside of 
Boho in late July. This excerpt is from the book "The Franklin Cover-Up". It 
is from the diary of a boy named Paul Bonnaci. It is graphic, but it is 
exactly what you have been saying the whole time. 

In or on July 26th I went to Sacramento, Ca. King flew
me out on a private plane from Eppley Airfield [in Omaha]
to Denver where we picked up Nicholas, a boy who was
about 12 or 13. Then we flew to Las Vegas to a desert
strip and drove in to Las Vegas and to some ranch and got
something. Then flew on to Sacramento.
We were picked up by a white limo and taken to a hotel.
I don't remember the name of it. We meaning Nicholas and
I were driven to a area that had big trees, it took about an
hour to get there. There was a cage with a boy in it who
was not wearing anything. Nicholas and I were given these
tarzan things to put around us and stuff.
They told me to f--- the boy and stuff. At first I said no
and they held a gun to my balls and said do it or else lose
them or something like that. I began doing it to the boy and
stuff. And Nicholas had anal sex and stuff with him. We
were told to f--- him and stuff and beat on him. I didn't try
to hurt him. We were told to put our d---s in his mouth and
stuff and sit on the boys penis and stuff and they filmed it.
We did this stuff to the boy for about 30 minutes or an hour
when a man came in and kicked us and stuff in the balls
and picked us up and threw us. He grabbed the boy and
started f---ing him and stuff. The man was about 10 inches
long and the boy screamed and stuff and the man was forcing
his d--- into the boy all the way. The boy was bleeding from
his rectum and the men tossed him and me and stuff and
put the boy right next to me and grabbed a gun and blew
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the boys head off. The boys blood was all over me and I started yelling and 
crying. 
The men grabbed Nicholas and I and forced us to
lie down. They put the boy on top of Nicholas who was
crying and they were putting Nicholas hands on the boys
ass. They put the boy on top of me and did the same thing.
They then forced me to f--- the dead boy up his ass and
also Nicholas they put a gun to our heads to make us do it.
His blood was all over us. They made us kiss the boys lips
and to eat him out. Then they made me do something I don't
want to even write so I won't.
After that the men grabbed Nicholas and drug him off
screaming they put me up against a tree and put a gun to
my head but fired into the air. I heard another shot from
somewhere. I then saw the man who killed the boy drag
him like a toy. Everything including when the men put the
boy in a trunk was filmed. They took me with them and we
went up in a plane. I saw the bag the boy was in. We went
over a very thick brush area with a clearing in it. Over the
clearing they dropped the boy. One said the men with the
hoods would take care of the body for them.
I didn't see Nicholas until that night at the hotel. He and
I hugged and held each other for a long while. About two
hours later the men or Larry King came in and told us to
go take a shower since we had only been hosed off at some
guys house. We took a shower together and then were told
to put on the tarzan things. After we were cleaned up and
dressed in these things we were told to put on shorts, socks
and a shirt and shoes and driven to a house where the men
were at with some others. They had the film and they played
it. As the men watched they passed Nicholas and I around
as if we were toys and sexually abused us.
They made Nicholas and I screw each other and one of
the men put the dead boy's penis in mine and Nicholas'
mouth. I didn't want to write this because the man forced
me to bite the boys' penis and balls off. It was gross and I
saw the film where it happened and started freaking out
remembering what they made us do afterwards to the boy.
They showed us doing everything to the boy. I was there
for about 5 days attending parties but only recall cutting my
wrist which is why I stayed two days in a hospital under a
name I can't recall. Some guy paid for me.
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meet me at SIOUX usa canada we will do the TREEEtee there
print the cramnote out and sell it on the streets accepting wampum or cash 

it is updated 2012

freedomroad888 54 minutes ago

Christmas tree is a WHITE PINE PEACE TREEETEE see you at 
the border SIOUX Ste Marie GO GO GO
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Goddess MARI, in turn ever- worshipping STAR GODDESS ANA, 
ANU, ANI... Our sacred binary Star, Mother of our Sun, Mother of 
the ANU-KHI !

freedomroad888 1 hour ago

-Mari of Magdala Ancient Queen -Great Mother of the line of 
Magdalene Priestesses- A secret line of female teachings.M  
Teachings about the Cosmic laws of Life, as learned and 
understood through love, and death;

Profound lessons that Mari's initiate-King had to pass through, 
before he could rise from the ashes of the sacred colombarium; 
From where the Spirit-dove guided his ascension Into the world of 
Light ...And flight and Heavenly Seeing.
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Earth Temple (in Gavrinis, France.) With an initiatory Way into the 
other World. Years of preparatory living precede the rites of 
passage into this mystic mound. The luminous 'ley' radiate from 
every portal. Of this Sacred Immortal Walled City. Here is a 
sacred doorway into the Land of Light, Entered only by the 
humble heart of profound depths.

freedomroad888 1 hour ago

listen to your HEART onlyl
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im hurt TREEE
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